late his vision to the people they do not need to with rubbish because "rubbish in rubbish out". Surely, the type of politi-
cians should realize that our beautiful Namibia will never be lead by tribalist, corrupt ministers. It is a pity that a lot of our children and daughters of Namibia who will unify the nation and who took the aspirations to great heights. Namibia was racially divided but our grandfathers and mothers made tough decisions to free it once and forever. If the impulse-
rational forces want to come back through the back doors, then shame on them. Mr Haungipenhu and his cohorts should start realizing that in Namibia people occupy different positions: why do they have the same role? which regions they are coming from. If you don’t agree with me then the Namibian people can’t help to whom they are on any position simple for a merit from a specific of coming from a country. What you are trying to encour-
gage is tantamount to corruption and are also exploited-rac划分st in regions. You don’t develop the
country with that concept in mind! If that is the RDP vision then advisable to revisit your inefficient machines. If you continue believe in that, then his
mind. In SWAPO PARITY we talk of

Posted by Abdul
Malik - son of the Omutsesa soil! It is good that the RDP continues to do stupid things, this is the best way to quicken their political death. Malik has just proven how politically bankrupt his clique is! The way we see it, RDP has not fa-

Posted by Cde
Kananyukua

The Article by Mr. Lihlyd Hauiko, RDPAdmin is divisive, completely divisive, he had been in West Af-
crican University UK College and send to teach in Cuba, I am
wondering what he was teaching? Does real people those tech can not even demonstrate that they are from Ovamboland or somewhere else in Namibia? (By the way, Mike, you have been to Cuba and teach in the same college. When he was in Wildsibay does it means being the way he is right thing or not? Does this means he do not know where he is only in the region where they were born, come Lib, I think you real lost direction and frustration can not serve away........!

Posted by Cde.Katutura ka Namibia

Dear Comrades,Ovambo region only of RDP and its goolots. The so-called re-
search article of Lihlyd Hauiko shows them by the so called man of God speak, volume about it. They think, that people from Ovamboland are respon-
ble for all political demise.Arendus shipanga tried the Mighty SWAPO Party and he end up at the poltical
dashbun.Joseph nor they and later his son joined and soon or later Nyama Notes and Hidipico will
now. Suffice it to say that Namibia will reject them and again.OSWAPPO oya kindia, they should not feel hopeful for both Regional & Local Authority Elections. VIVA
SWAPO ATULU CONTINUE!

Mwatile Ndinoshiho

Tuyapeni

Lucia Hipondoka-
Tuyapeni

Lucia Hipondoka-
Tuyapeni

Tuyapeni

Tuyapeni

Tuyapeni

Tuyapeni
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SWAPO Youth League Secretary, Dr. Elighor Nguiter, pictured with members of the SWAPO Party Pioneer Movement from Ovamboland Region. Photo by Levi Upala.